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Chapter 18

Ireland

Brian Kelliher

Dillon Eustace

1 Regulatory Framework
1.1

What legislation governs the establishment and
operation of Alternative Investment Funds?

on when the QIAIF was authorised by the Central Bank. However,
in such circumstances the non-EU AIFM must be approved by the
Central Bank to act as an investment manager of Irish authorised
collective investment schemes (see below).

Where an AIF is a collective investment scheme authorised and
supervised by the Central Bank of Ireland (the “Central Bank”), Irish
legislation that governs the establishment and operation of a collective
investment scheme applies, as further detailed in question 1.3.

An Irish AIF constituting a collective investment scheme authorised
and supervised by the Central Bank and marketed to retail investors
(a “RIAIF”) must have an authorised AIFM. Consequently a nonEU AIFM cannot avail itself of the transition benefits allowed by the
Central Bank as referred to above and manage a RIAIF on the basis
that it is designated by the RIAIF as the non-EU AIFM.

However, all Irish AIFs are impacted operationally by:

Non-AIFM Irish Management Companies/General Partners

■

the European Communities (Alternative Investment Fund
Managers) Regulations 2013 (S.I. 257 of 2013) (the “Irish
AIFM Regulations”) which transposed Directive 2011/61/
EU (the “AIFM Directive”) into Irish law; and

■

Commission Delegated Regulations and Commission
Implementing Regulations adopted by the EU Commission
in specified areas in order to ensure that the AIFM Directive
is implemented consistently across the EU, the principal one
of which is the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No
231/2013 supplementing the AIFM Directive with regard
to exemptions, general operating conditions, depositaries,
leverage, transparency and supervision (the “Commission
Delegated Regulation”).

RIAIFs and QIAIFs, depending on their legal form, may be required
to appoint a management company/general partner to carry out the
management of those AIFs. Where such a management company/
general partner is not the AIFM, it must be approved by the Central
Bank and meet the requirements relating to such entities as set out
in the Central Bank’s AIF Rulebook (the “AIF Rulebook”), e.g.:

1.2

Are managers or advisers to Alternative Investment
Funds required to be licensed, authorised or
regulated by a regulatory body?

AIFMs

■

a minimum capital requirement of at least EUR 125,000 or
one quarter of its total expenditure taken from the most recent
audited accounts (whichever is higher);

■

organisational requirements such as the appointment of a
compliance officer who must be located in the State; policies
and systems to identify, control and monitor risk; accounting
policies and procedures; maintenance of records, etc.; and

■

adequate management resources.

Investment Managers
Investment managers or sub-investment managers which are one of
the following entities will not usually be subject to an additional
regulatory review process by the Central Bank:

Unless availing of transitional arrangements under Article 61 of the
AIFM Directive that have been extended, or unless exempt from
authorisation pursuant to Article 3 of the AIFM Directive:

■

UCITS management companies;

■

MiFID investment firms;

■

EU credit institutions; and

■

Irish AIFMs managing Irish AIFs are required to be authorised
under the Irish AIFM Regulations; and

■

externally appointed AIFMs.

■

non-Irish EU AIFMs managing Irish AIFs are required to be
authorised in their home jurisdiction and to have availed of
the passporting provisions pursuant to Article 33 of the AIFM
Directive.

Although a non-EU AIFM currently has no passporting rights,
a non-EU AIFM may avail of transition benefits allowed by the
Central Bank for such entities (until such time as passporting rights
are extended to non-EU AIFMs by the European Commission) and
manage an Irish AIF constituting a collective investment scheme
authorised and supervised by the Central Bank and marketed to
qualifying investors (a “QIAIF”), provided it is designated by the
QIAIF as the AIFM. Such transition benefits will vary depending
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Investment managers which are not one of the entities listed above
may only be appointed where (i) a Memorandum of Understanding
(“MoU”) is in place between the Central Bank and the competent
authority in the home jurisdiction of the investment manager, and (ii)
the Central Bank has approved the investment manager following
receipt of a completed Investment Manager Clearance Form.
Investment Advisors
The Central Bank does not apply an approval process to investment
advisors in order for such entities to provide investment advice in
relation to a RIAIF/QIAIF, provided that the managers/directors of
the RIAIF/QIAIF confirm that the advisors in question will act in an
advisory capacity only and will have no discretionary powers over
any of the assets of the RIAIF/QIAIF.
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Are Alternative Investment Funds themselves
required to be licensed, authorised or regulated by a
regulatory body?

RIAIFs/QIAIFs (depending on the legal form) are authorised by the
Central Bank under the following Irish legislation as amended from
time to time:
(a)

unit trusts under the Unit Trusts Act 1990;

(b)

investment companies under Part 24 of the Companies Act
2014;

(c)

investment limited partnerships (“ILPs”) under the Investment
Limited Partnerships Act 1994;

(d)

common contractual funds (“CCFs”) under the Investment
Funds, Companies and Miscellaneous Provisions Act 2005;
and

(e)

Irish collective asset-management vehicles (“ICAVs”) under
the Irish Collective Asset-management Vehicles Act 2015.

(Collectively referred to as the “Irish Funds Legislation”.)
Under the Irish Funds Legislation, the Central Bank is responsible
for the authorisation and supervision of these AIFs and has the
power to impose conditions on them. The current conditions which
the Central Bank imposes are contained in the AIF Rulebook.
1.4

Does the regulatory regime distinguish between
open-ended and closed-ended Alternative Investment
Funds (or otherwise differentiate between different
types of funds) and if so how?

The Central Bank allows RIAIFs/QIAIFs to be structured as follows:
(a)

Open-Ended

An AIF is considered open-ended by the Central Bank where it:
■

provides redemption facilities on at least a (i) monthly basis
in the case of a RIAIF, and (ii) quarterly basis in the case of a
QIAIF;

■

redeems, when requested, at least (i) 10% of net assets in
the case of a RIAIF/QIAIF that redeems on a monthly basis
or more frequently, or (ii) 25% in the case of a QIAIF that
redeems on a quarterly basis; and

■

does not impose a redemption fee in excess of (i) 3% of the
net asset value per unit in the case of a RIAIF, or (ii) 5% in
the case of a QIAIF.

An AIF, which provides for a period of greater than 30 days in the
case of a RIAIF and 90 days in the case of a QIAIF between the
dealing deadline and the payment of redemption proceeds, will not
be subject to the above requirements provided it classifies itself as
open-ended with limited liquidity.
(b)

Open-Ended with Limited Liquidity

A RIAIF/QIAIF is classified as open-ended with limited liquidity if
it does not meet one or more of the requirements for an open-ended
AIF but does permit the redemption of units throughout the life of
the AIF.
(c)

Closed-Ended

The Central Bank considers a closed-ended RIAIF/QIAIF to be one
which does not facilitate the redemption of units at the request of the
unitholders during the life of the AIF.
1.5

What does the authorisation process involve?

company/general partner in the case of a non-corporate AIF, and (iii)
the depositary, in the case of a unit trust or CCF.
All parties to a RIAIF/QIAIF must have been authorised or otherwise
deemed acceptable to the Central Bank prior to the application for
authorisation (e.g. the management company, general partner, AIFM,
directors in the case of a corporate AIF, depositary, other service
providers such as the fund administrator, investment manager, etc.).
The directors of any entity authorised by the Central Bank (including
inter alia the directors of a corporate RIAIF/QIAIF) are required to
meet certain standards of fitness and probity. As part of the Central
Bank’s fitness and probity requirements, any director proposed to
be appointed must be pre-approved by the Central Bank. In this
regard, an individual online questionnaire must be completed by
the proposed director and validated and submitted on behalf of
the appointing entity by a certain time period in advance of the
proposed authorisation date for the RIAIF/QIAIF (i.e. at least 20
working days in the case of a RIAIF and at least five working days
in the case of a QIAIF).

Ireland

1.3

Ireland

A RIAIF/QIAIF is not subject to any minimum capital requirements
unless it is internally managed and constitutes the AIFM.
In relation to the authorisation of QIAIFs, there is no prior filing of
QIAIF documentation for review by the Central Bank. Instead, there
is a self-certification regime (i.e. certification has to be given that
the Central Bank’s disclosure requirements relating to the QIAIF
documentation are met). Because there is no prior review by the
Central Bank, the timeframe for authorisation of a QIAIF is within
the control of the relevant parties based on the length of time it takes
to negotiate and agree the QIAIF documents (subject to the preclearance of any persons or parties required by the Central Bank).
Once the documentation is filed online by 5pm on the business day
prior to the date for which authorisation is sought, a QIAIF will be
authorised on the requested date without a prior review. The Central
Bank may carry out a “spot check” post-authorisation review.
This contrasts with the authorisation process for RIAIFs, as the
Central Bank requires certain documents (e.g. the prospectus, risk
management process, and agreement/deed appointing the depositary)
to be submitted for review and cleared of comment by the Central
Bank in advance of the formal application for authorisation being
submitted.
Internally Managed RIAIF/QIAIF Constituting the AIFM
Where it is proposed that a RIAIF or QIAIF will be internally
managed and constitute the AIFM, a separate application for
authorisation of an AIFM must be submitted to the Central Bank
(together with other supporting documentation, including inter alia
a programme of activity) and such authorisation must be obtained
before formal application for authorisation of the RIAIF/QIAIF may
be submitted to the Central Bank.
Any such RIAIF/QIAIF is required to meet the minimum capital
requirements of an AIFM as set out in Regulation 10 of the Irish
AIFM Regulations (equivalent to Article 9 of the AIFM Directive).
The Central Bank is obliged to inform the AIFM in writing as to
whether or not authorisation has been granted, within three months
of a complete application. However, the Central Bank may extend
this period for another three months where it considers it necessary
because of the specific circumstances of the case.
1.6

Are there local residence or other local qualification
requirements?

RIAIFs/QIAIFs

Directors

The application for authorisation of a RIAIF/QIAIF must be made
by (i) the AIFM, together with (ii) the corporate AIF or management

A minimum of two directors in a corporate RIAIF/QIAIF, or in any
entity which is authorised by the Central Bank and provides non-
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Ireland

AIFM fund services to such an AIF (e.g. non-AIFM management
company, general partner, fund administrator or depositary), must
be Irish-resident. In the case of a RIAIF/QIAIF, an Irish resident
is a person present in Ireland for the whole of 110 business days
per year.
In the case of an Irish AIFM authorised by the Central Bank which
has a Central Bank PRISM impact rating of Medium Low or above,
the AIFM must have at least:
(i)

three directors resident in Ireland or, at least, two directors
resident in Ireland and one designated person (i.e. a person
designated by the board to carry out one or more managerial
functions) resident in Ireland;

(ii)

half of its directors resident in the European Economic Area
(“EEA”); and

(iii)

half of its managerial functions performed by at least two
designated persons resident in the EEA.

In the case of an Irish AIFM authorised by the Central Bank which
has a PRISM impact rating of Low, the AIFM must have at least:
(i)

two directors resident in Ireland;

(ii)

half of its directors resident in the EEA; and

(iii)

half of its managerial functions performed by at least two
designated persons resident in the EEA.

As part of the Central Bank’s fitness and probity requirements, a
proposed director / designated person is required to confirm (via the
individual questionnaire as referred to in question 1.5) his/her time
commitment in days that will be provided per year in respect of that
directorship or role as designated person. In addition the appointing
entity, in validating the questionnaire, is required to confirm its
expectation regarding the proposed director’s / designated person’s
time commitment per year.

Ireland
The appointment of a depositary is required under the Irish AIFM
Regulations.
A RIAIF/QIAIF must appoint auditors and a money laundering
reporting officer and, if a corporate AIF, will need to appoint a
secretary. In addition, if it is intended to list the units of the AIF
on the Irish Stock Exchange, it will be necessary to appoint an Irish
listing sponsor. It is also customary for Irish legal advisers to be
appointed.
1.8

What co-operation or information sharing agreements
have been entered into with other governments or
regulators?

The European Securities and Markets Authority has approved cooperation agreements between EU securities regulators and 47 nonEU authorities. The Central Bank has signed an MoU with all of
these competent authorities other than those in the Maldives and
Turkey.
The MoUs allow for the exchange of information, cross-border onsite visits and mutual assistance in the enforcement of the respective
supervisory laws. The MoUs apply to third-country AIFMs that
market AIFs in the EU and EU AIFMs that manage or market AIFs
outside the EU. The existence of such co-operation arrangements
between the EU and non-EU authorities is a pre-condition of AIFMD
for allowing managers from third countries to access EU markets or
to perform fund management by delegation from EU managers.
The MoUs enable cross-border marketing of AIFs to professional
investors between jurisdictions but are subject to the relevant nonEU jurisdiction being listed as a co-operative jurisdiction by the
Financial Action Task Force.

Fund Governance Code
Corporate RIAIFs/QIAIFS or the management companies / general
partners of non-corporate RIAIFs/QIAIFs are recommended to
adhere to a voluntary corporate governance code for funds put
in place by the Irish Funds Industry Association at the request of
the Central Bank. Such code provides inter alia for a majority of
non-executive directors and at least one independent non-executive
director.
Fund Service Providers’ Governance Code
Irish fund service providers such as fund administrators and
depositaries are recommended to adhere to a voluntary corporate
governance code put in place by the Irish Funds Industry Association
at the request of the Central Bank. Such code provides inter alia for
at least one independent non-executive director.
Non-Irish Parties

2 Fund Structures
2.1

The principal legal structures of RIAIFs/QIAIFs are set out in
question 1.3, the main features of which are set out below:
(a)

unit trusts are contractual arrangements created under a
trust deed made between a management company and a
depositary. Unit trusts do not have their own legal personality
and contracts are entered into by the management company
and, in certain cases, by the trustee. A unit represents an
undivided beneficial interest in the assets of the unit trust;

(b)

investment companies are public limited liability companies
incorporated with variable capital, i.e. the actual value of the
paid-up share capital is equal at all times to the value of the
net asset value of the company. Shares issued do not represent
a legal or beneficial interest in the company’s assets;

(c)

ILPs are partnerships between one or more general partners
and one or more limited partners, constituted by written
agreements between the parties known as partnership
agreements. A general partner is personally liable for the
debts and obligations of the partnership and a limited partner
contributes or undertakes to contribute a stated amount to the
capital of the partnership;

(d)

CCFs are funds constituted under contract law by means of
a deed of constitution executed under seal by a management
company. The CCF is an unincorporated body and does not
have a legal personality and therefore may act only through
the management company. Participants in the CCF hold
their participation as co-owners and each participant holds
an undivided co-ownership interest as a “tenant in common”
with other participants; and

Local requirements regarding the appointment of a non-Irish AIFM,
investment manager or investment advisor are detailed in question
1.2 above.
1.7

What service providers are required?

The service providers involved in a RIAIF/QIAIF will depend on:
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■

the legal structure of the AIF as detailed in question 1.3 (e.g. a
management company/general partner will be required to be
appointed in the case of a non-corporate AIF);

■

whether an external valuer, distributor and/or prime broker
will be appointed; and

■

whether a fund administrator authorised by the Central Bank
will be appointed (as is customary) to calculate the net asset
value of the AIF and to provide fund accounting and transfer
agency services.
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What are the principal legal structures used for
Alternative Investment Funds?
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ICAVs are corporate bodies with limited liability where the
actual value of the paid-up share capital is at all times equal
to the net asset value of the ICAV and the share capital is
divided into a specified number of shares without assigning
any nominal value to them. The assets of the ICAV belong
exclusively to the ICAV and no shareholder has any interest
in the assets of the ICAV.

Each of the above-referenced AIFs may be established as an
umbrella fund with separate sub-funds.
It is also possible to have unauthorised AIFs (i.e. AIFs that are not
authorised by the Central Bank under Irish Funds Legislation), the
principal legal structures of which are companies, trusts and limited
partnerships.
2.2

Please describe the limited liability of investors.

In investment companies and ICAVs, the liability of the shareholders
is limited to the amount, if any, unpaid on the shares held by them.
In unit trusts, the limited liability of the unitholders under the trust
deed will depend on the contractual provisions in the trust deed.
In ILPs, the liability of the limited partners is limited to the stated
amount of capital they have contributed or undertaken to contribute
and, except in limited circumstances set down in the Investment
Limited Partnerships Act 1994, does not extend to the debts of the
partnership beyond the amount contributed.
In CCFs, the liability of a unitholder is limited to the amount agreed
to be contributed for the subscription of units.
2.3

What are the principal legal structures used for
managers and advisers of Alternative Investment
Funds?

The principal legal structure used for managers and advisers of
RIAIFs/QIAIFs is a private company incorporated with limited
liability.
2.4

Are there any limits on the manager’s ability to
restrict redemptions in open-ended funds or transfers
in open-ended or closed-ended funds?

Although RIAIFs/QIAIFs may apply redemption gates if provided
for in the applicable fund documentation, the Central Bank currently
imposes limits on an AIF’s ability to restrict redemptions on any one
dealing day in the context of open-ended funds. These limits are
detailed in question 1.4.
2.5

Are there any legislative restrictions on transfers of
investors’ interests in Alternative Investment Funds?

There are no legislative restrictions on transfers of investors’ interests
in RIAIFs/QIAIFs other than in ILPs. A limited partner may only
assign his partnership interest subject to the consent of all general
partners to the assignee being admitted to the partnership as a limited
partner.

3 Marketing
3.1

What legislation governs the production and offering
of marketing materials?

production and offering of a prospectus by a RIAIF/QIAIF but do
not extend to other marketing materials.
3.2

There are prescriptive requirements relating to the content of a
prospectus issued by or on behalf of a RIAIF/QIAIF. These are set
out in the AIF Rulebook.
The prospectus of a closed-ended AIF must comply with the content
requirements in the Irish Prospectus Directive Regulations (where
applicable).
The European Communities (Market in Financial Instruments)
Regulations 2007 as amended (the “Irish MiFID Regulations”),
which transposed the MiFID Directive into Irish law, require
authorised “investment firms” providing “investment services”
(including inter alia investment advice and certain distribution
services) to ensure that information provided to potential clients
about inter alia “financial instruments” (such as units in an AIF)
meets certain prescribed requirements.
3.3

Do the marketing or legal documents need to be
registered with or approved by the local regulator?

In relation to a QIAIF, a dated prospectus, constitutional document
and material contracts must be submitted to the Central Bank for
noting in advance of the date of authorisation. In relation to a RIAIF,
the prospectus and certain other documents must be submitted for
review and clearance by the Central Bank in advance of seeking the
authorisation of the RIAIF from the Central Bank.
The prospectus of a closed-ended AIF must be submitted to the
Central Bank for approval in accordance with the Irish Prospectus
Directive Regulations (where applicable).
3.4

What restrictions are there on marketing Alternative
Investment Funds?

Marketing in Ireland to Retail Investors
A non-Irish AIF which has been approved by the Central Bank to
market in Ireland to retail investors (see question 3.5 below) must
comply with the Consumer Protection Code of the Central Bank.
In addition, certain wording prescribed by the Central Bank must
be included in the AIF’s prospectus and in any marketing material
distributed in Ireland for the purposes of promoting the AIF to retail
investors.
Marketing in Ireland to Professional Investors
Notification to the Central Bank pursuant to the Irish AIFM Regulations
is required in advance of any marketing in Ireland to professional
investors of:
■

EU AIFs by Irish AIFMs;

■

non-EU AIFs by EU AIFMs; and

■

AIFs by non-EU AIFMs.

Marketing may only commence once the Central Bank has informed
the AIFM that it may commence marketing and is conditional on the
applicable requirements set out in the AIFM Directive having been
complied with. For example, a non-EU AIFM must comply with
the substantive transparency and other requirements set out under
Articles 22, 23, 24 and, for private equity funds, 26–30, of the AIFM
Directive:
■

The Irish Funds Legislation and AIF Rulebook govern the

What are the key content requirements for marketing
materials, whether due to legal requirements or
customary practice?

Ireland

(e)

Ireland

Article 22: each AIF must be audited in accordance with the
prescribed standards.
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■

Article 23: sets out disclosure requirements such as disclosing
to investors the current risk profile of the AIF.

■

Article 24: provides requirements to “regularly” report to
each Member State in which the AIF is marketed. Member
States may require more information on a periodic as well as
an ad hoc basis.

■

Articles 26–30: set out detailed rules applicable to private
equity funds only on the acquisition of control, including
rules regarding asset stripping.

Ireland
(ii)

an investor who receives an appraisal from an EU credit
institution, a MiFID firm or a UCITS management company
to the effect that the investor has the appropriate expertise,
experience and knowledge to adequately understand the
investment in the QIAIF; or

(iii)

an investor who certifies that they are an informed investor by
providing the following:
■ confirmation (in writing) that the investor has such
knowledge of, and experience in, financial and business
matters as would enable the investor to properly evaluate
the merits and risks of the prospective investment; or

Non-Irish EU AIFMs marketing EU AIFs to professional investors
in Ireland must only comply with their local rules.
Non-Irish-registered EU AIFMs (as opposed to non-Irish-authorised
EU AIFMs that can avail of the passport pursuant to Article 33 of
the AIFM Directive) cannot market AIFs that they manage to
professional investors in Ireland.
3.5

Can Alternative Investment Funds be marketed to
retail investors?

RIAIFs/QIAIFs
QIAIFs may be only be marketed to qualifying investors as detailed in
question 3.6. However, RIAIFs may be marketed to retail investors.
Non-Irish AIFs
Non-Irish AIFs which propose to market their units in Ireland to
retail investors must be authorised by a supervisory authority set
up in order to ensure the protection of unitholders and which, in
the opinion of the Central Bank, provides an equivalent level of
investor protection to that provided under Irish laws, regulations and
conditions governing RIAIFs.
A non-Irish AIF which proposes to market its units in Ireland to
retail investors must make an application to the Central Bank in
writing, enclosing certain prescribed information.

■ confirmation (in writing) that the investor’s business
involves, whether for its own account or the account
of others, the management, acquisition or disposal of
property of the same kind as the property of the QIAIF.
Qualifying investors must self-certify in writing to the QIAIF that
they: (i) meet the minimum initial investment per investor and
appropriate expertise/understanding tests; and (ii) are aware of the
risk involved in the proposed investment and of the fact that inherent
in such investments is the potential to lose all of the sum invested.
3.7

Are there additional restrictions on marketing to
public bodies such as government pension funds?

There are no additional restrictions.
3.8

Are there any restrictions on the use of intermediaries
to assist in the fundraising process?

No, there are no such restrictions. However, any intermediaries used
to fundraise in Ireland must be regulated where required pursuant to
Irish laws. This will depend on the specific activity been carried out
by the intermediary in Ireland.

AIFs established in:
■

Guernsey and authorised as Class A schemes;

■

Jersey and authorised as recognised funds; and

■

the Isle of Man as authorised schemes,

will receive approval to market their units in Ireland to retail
investors on completion of the information and documentation
requirements. Other AIFs must demonstrate an equivalent level of
investor protection to that provided under Irish laws, regulations and
conditions governing RIAIFs.
The marketing of units in Ireland to retail investors is subject to the
requirements set out in question 3.4 above and may not take place
until the AIF has received a letter of approval from the Central Bank.
The fact that Central Bank pre-approval is required and that
consumer protection regulation is applicable renders marketing to
retail investors more cumbersome than in the case of marketing to
professional investors.
3.6

What qualification requirements must be carried out
in relation to prospective investors?

RIAIFs
A RIAIF has no regulatory minimum subscription requirement and
no investor qualification requirements.
QIAIFs
A QIAIF may only be sold to qualifying investors and a minimum
subscription of EUR 100,000 applies. A qualifying investor is:
(i)
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3.9

Are there any restrictions on the participation in
Alternative Investments Funds by particular types of
investors, such as financial institutions (whether as
sponsors or investors)?

There are none in the context of RIAIFs/QIAIFs.

4 Investments
4.1

Are there any restrictions on the types of activities
that can be performed by Alternative Investment
Funds?

Pursuant to the AIF Rulebook, RIAIFs/QIAIFs may not raise capital
from the public through the issue of debt securities. However, this
restriction does not operate to prevent the issue of notes by QIAIFs,
on a private basis, to a lending institution to facilitate financing
arrangements. However, the recently enacted Irish Collective Assetmanagement Vehicles Act 2015 provides for the issue of debentures
by an ICAV and therefore it remains to be seen whether the Central
Bank will facilitate an ICAV raising capital from the public through
the issue of debentures.
RIAIFs/QIAIFs may not grant loans (except for loan originating
QIAIFs) or act as a guarantor on behalf of third parties. This is
without prejudice to the right of the AIF to acquire debt securities
and it does not prevent AIFs from acquiring securities which are not
fully paid. It will also not prevent a QIAIF in certain circumstances
from entering into bridge financing arrangements.
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4.2

5.2

Annual and Half-Yearly Reports
(a)

On an ongoing basis, a RIAIF/QIAIF must publish an annual
report within six months of the end of the financial year. In
addition, a QIAIF (established as a unit trust or CCF) and
a RIAIF must publish, within two months of the reporting
period, a half-yearly report covering the first six months of
the financial year.
(b)

In relation to QIAIFs, the Central Bank does not impose any limits
on the investment objectives, the investment policies or the degree
of leverage which may be employed.

However, where an AIFM is an internally managed RIAIF/
QIAIF, the annual audited accounts must be published within
six months (as opposed to four months) of the year end.
Furthermore, internally managed corporate QIAIFs are not
required to produce half-yearly financial accounts.
Prudential Reports
(a)

In addition, in relation to investment companies authorised as
QIAIFs, there is a statutory requirement to spread investment risk.
4.3

■ a monthly return setting out prescriptive information
relating to the AIF;

Are there any restrictions on borrowing by the
Alternative Investment Fund?

■ a quarterly Survey of Collective Investment Undertakings
return within 10 working days of the end-quarter to which
it refers; and
■ a Funds Annual Survey of Liabilities return filed with the
latter return.
A RIAIF or a QIAIF structured as a money market fund that
meets the definition of a “monetary financial institution”
in the Regulation of the European Central Bank (EU) No
883/2011 is also obliged to file statistical information on a
monthly and quarterly basis with the European Central Bank.

5 Disclosure of Information
What public disclosure must the Alternative
Investment Fund make?

(b)

Except as set out below, RIAIFs/QIAIFs are not required to make
public their annual reports or the identity of their investors:
■

certain documents in relation to ILPs required to be filed
and maintained with the Central Bank are a matter of public
record (e.g. the partnership agreement and annual report);
and

■

where the securities of a closed-ended RIAIF or QIAIF
are admitted to listing on a regulated market, the AIF is
required to make its annual and half-yearly reports public in
accordance with the EU Transparency Directive. Such an
AIF must also make public other information, including inter
alia any change in the rights attaching to the various classes
of shares.

RIAIFs/QIAIFs
A RIAIF/QIAIF is obliged to file the following prudential
reports with the Central Bank:

A RIAIF may not borrow in excess of 25% of its net assets at any
time. QIAIFs are not subject to any regulatory borrowing limits.

5.1

AIFMs/Non-AIFM Management Companies/Administrators/
Depositaries
Where an AIFM, a non-AIFM management company,
administrator or depositary is authorised by the Central
Bank, such entity must publish and file with the Central Bank
(i) an annual report within four months of the end of the
financial year, and (ii) a half-yearly report, covering the first
six months of the financial year, within two months of the
reporting period.

However, for money market QIAIFs and QIAIFs that invest more
than 50% of NAV in another fund, the Central Bank does impose
certain requirements in relation to the underlying assets.
Other than treasury, cash management and hedging, a loanoriginating QIAIF must limit its activities to lending and related
activities. However, lending is not restricted to loans and can be
structured as an investment in debt securities or as participation in a
syndicated lending arrangement. In addition, non-lending activities
are permitted where they are related to the loan-originating QIAIF’s
lending activities, e.g. investment in equity securities as part of its
financing arrangements.

RIAIFs/QIAIFs
A newly established RIAIF/QIAIF must submit to the
Central Bank a set of accounts (whether an interim report or
an annual report) within a certain period of the launch date
(i.e. within nine months for a RIAIF and 12 months for a
QIAIF) and publish it within two months if an interim report
or six months if an annual report. The first annual reports
must be made up to a date within 18 months of incorporation/
establishment and published within six months.

Are there any limitations on the types of investments
that can be included in an Alternative Investment
Fund’s portfolio whether for diversification reasons or
otherwise?

Although the RIAIF is a higher-risk option than an Irish UCITS
fund authorised by the Central Bank, and although concentration
limits are imposed by the Central Bank on RIAIFs (e.g. 20% of
the net asset value (“NAV”) issuer limit, 30% of the NAV limit on
deposits with an acceptable credit institution, 30% of the NAV limit
in any one open-ended fund, etc.), such limits are generally more
flexible than those applicable to UCITS funds.

What are the reporting requirements in relation to
Alternative Investment Funds?

Ireland

A RIAIF/QIAIF may not acquire any shares carrying voting rights
which would enable it to exercise significant influence over the
management of an issuing body. This requirement does not apply to
investments in other investment funds or where the AIF is a venture
capital, development capital or private equity AIF, provided its
prospectus indicates its intention regarding the exercise of legal and
management control over underlying investments.

Ireland

AIFMs/Non-AIFM Management Companies/Administrators/
Depositaries
Where an AIFM, a non-AIFM management company,
administrator or depositary is authorised by the Central Bank,
such entity must file with the Central Bank a minimum capital
requirement report when filing its half-yearly and annual
reports.

Other Reports
(a)

RIAIFs/QIAIFs
A RIAIF/QIAIF may be obliged to file reports on a periodic
basis with the Central Bank depending on the composition
of its portfolio, e.g. where the AIF has side pocket assets, an
annual report is required confirming whether or not the Central
Bank’s parameters continue to be respected and the prospects
and/or plans for the side pocket assets must be outlined.
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(b)

Depositary

Ireland

A depositary of a RIAIF/QIAIF must enquire into the conduct
of the AIFM and the management company, investment
company, ICAV or general partner in each annual accounting
period and report thereon to the unitholders via a depositary
report included in the annual report of the AIF.
(c)

Irish AIFMs/Non-EU AIFMs Marketing in Ireland
A non-EU AIFM marketing an AIF in Ireland without a
passport and an Irish-authorised AIFM are required to file
reports with the Central Bank in accordance with Regulation
25 of the Irish AIFM Regulations, e.g. reports on the principal
markets and instruments in which they trade on behalf of the
AIFs they manage, etc.

Ireland
6.3

There are no such establishment taxes. Furthermore, there are no
transfer taxes payable in Ireland on the issue, transfer, repurchase
or redemption of units in a RIAIF/QIAIF. Where any subscription
for or redemption of units is satisfied by the in specie transfer of
securities, property or other types of assets, Irish stamp duty may
arise on the transfer of such assets.
6.4

5.3

Is the use of side letters restricted?

There is no express statutory or regulatory restriction on the use of
side letters. However, a RIAIF/QIAIF is required, subject to certain
exceptions as set out in the AIF Rulebook, to treat all unitholders in
the same class equally and all unitholders in different classes fairly.
Furthermore, an AIFM is subject to certain operating conditions,
including inter alia an obligation to treat all AIF unitholders fairly
and to ensure that no unitholder in an AIF obtains preferential
treatment unless such preferential treatment is disclosed in the
relevant AIF’s constitutional document.

6 Taxation
6.1

What is the tax treatment of the principal forms of
Alternative Investment Funds?

RIAIFs/QIAIFs are not subject to any taxes on their income (profits)
or gains arising on their underlying investments. While dividends,
interest and capital gains that an AIF receives with respect to its
investments may be subject to taxes, including withholding taxes,
in the countries in which the issuers of investments are located,
these foreign withholding taxes may, nevertheless, be reduced or
eliminated under Ireland’s network of tax treaties to the extent
applicable.
6.2

What is the tax treatment of the principal forms of
investment manager / adviser?

Compensation paid to Irish managers and advisors (such as
management/advisory fees, as well as performance fees) of RIAIFs/
QIAIFs is generally subject to corporation tax at the trading rate
(i.e. 12.5%).
With regard to carried interest, aside from a recent regime introduced
for certain venture fund managers in respect of qualifying venture
capital funds (which must be structured as partnerships and which
are quite limited in their activities), Ireland does not have specific
legislation dealing with carried interest. Nevertheless, generally
speaking it should be possible to structure funds such that carried
interest could be treated for Irish tax purposes as a capital gains
tax receipt subject to tax at the standard rate (currently 33%) in the
hands of an individual manager. The recently introduced venture
fund managers regime (where applicable) reduces the capital gains
tax rates even further to 15% (as opposed to 33%) for an individual
and 12.5% (as opposed to an effective 33% rate) for a company.
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Are there any establishment or transfer taxes levied
in connection with an investor’s participation in an
Alternative Investment Fund or the transfer of the
investor’s interest?

What is the tax treatment of (a) resident, (b) nonresident, and (c) pension fund investors in Alternative
Investment Funds?

RIAIFs/QIAIFs are not subject to any taxes on their income (profits)
or gains arising on their underlying investments.
RIAIFs/QIAIFs (other than CCFs & ILPs)
Non-Residents
There are no Irish withholding taxes in respect of a distribution
of payments by such AIFs to investors or in relation to any
encashment, redemption, cancellation or transfer of units in respect
of investors who are neither Irish-resident nor ordinarily resident
in Ireland, provided the AIF has satisfied and availed of certain
equivalent measures or the investors have provided the AIF with the
appropriate relevant declaration of non-Irish residence.
Irish Residents
Exempt Investors (which includes pension funds) – Again, no Irish
withholding taxes apply in respect of a distribution of payments by
the AIF to such investors (which would include approved pension
schemes, charities, other investment funds, etc.) or any encashment,
redemption, cancellation or transfer of units in respect of investors
that have provided the AIF with the appropriate relevant declaration.
Non-Exempt Investors – If an investor is an Irish resident and not
an exempt Irish investor, tax at the rate of 41% (25% where the
unitholder is a company and an appropriate declaration is in place) is
required to be deducted by the AIF on distributions (where payments
are made annually or at more frequent intervals). Similarly, tax at
the rate of 41% (25% where the unitholder is a company and an
appropriate declaration is in place) will have to be deducted by the
AIF on any other distribution or gain arising to the investor on an
encashment, redemption, etc. of units by an investor who is Irishresident or an ordinary resident in Ireland. While this tax will be a
tax liability of the AIF, it is effectively incurred by investors out of
their investment proceeds.
RIAIFs/QIAIFs (established as CCFs or ILPs)
For Irish tax purposes, a CCF and an ILP (authorised on or after 13
February 2013) are treated as “tax transparent”, which means that
the income and gains arising or accruing to the AIF are treated as
arising or accruing to its unitholders in proportion to the value of the
units beneficially owned by them as if such income and gains did
not pass through the hands of the CCF or ILP. Consequently, for tax
purposes, the profits that arise to this type of AIF are treated as being
profits that arise to the unitholders themselves. Currently, natural
persons cannot invest in a CCF without negatively affecting its Irish
tax transparent status. This may change in the future.
Irish Real Estate Funds
Late last year, Ireland introduced a new withholding tax regime in
respect of certain Irish property-related distributions and redemptions
made by Irish real estate funds (“IREFs”) to certain unit holders. An
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IREF is a non-UCITS authorised fund where (i) 25% or more of the
market value of its assets is derived from certain types of Irish real
estate related assets (“IREF Assets”), or (ii) it would be reasonable
to consider that the fund’s main purpose (or one of its main purposes)
was to acquire IREF Assets or carry on an IREF business (that is,
activities involving IREF assets the profit or gains of which would, but
for the general tax exemptions applied to funds, be within the scope
of Irish taxation). Where a fund is an umbrella fund, the new rules
will be applied at the sub-fund level. In summary, subject to certain
exceptions, a 20% withholding tax will be imposed on distributions
and redemptions made out of IREF profits, which are essentially the
accounting profits of the IREF with certain exclusions (e.g. unrealised
profits or gains relating to Irish relevant assets (land, etc.) booked in
the IREF’s financial accounts as well as all realised gains in respect of
disposals of Irish relevant assets which have been owned for a period
of at least five years by the IREF (unless the fund is seen as a personal
portfolio IREF from the unitholders’ perspective), distributions/
dividends made by unquoted companies which derive the greater part
of their value from Irish relevant assets, etc.).
6.5

Is it necessary or advisable to obtain a tax ruling from
the tax or regulatory authorities prior to establishing
an Alternative Investment Fund?

No. Once a RIAIF/QIAIF has received its authorisation from the
Central Bank and for so long as such authorisation remains in place,
the taxation treatment detailed above applies.

Ireland
(DAC2 – which essentially imports the CRS into EU legislation) in
Ireland was introduced in the Finance Act 2015 by inserting Section
891G of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997. Section 891F will not
apply where Section 891G applies. RIAIFs/QIAIFs established in
Ireland will have to carry out due diligence to identify various nonIrish investors and will then have to report information about such
investors to the Irish Revenue Commissioners.
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(“OECD”) – Base Erosion and Profit-Shifting (“BEPS”) project –
see question 6.8 below.
6.7

What steps have been or are being taken to implement
the US Foreign Account and Tax Compliance Act
2010 (FATCA) and other similar information reporting
regimes such as the Common Reporting Standard?

Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (“FATCA”) – The Irish and
US Governments signed a Model 1 intergovernmental agreement
(“Irish IGA”) on 21 December 2012 and provisions were included
in the Irish Finance Act 2013 for the implementation of the
Irish IGA and also to permit regulations to be made by the Irish
Revenue Commissioners with regard to registration and reporting
requirements arising from the Irish IGA. Subsequently, the Irish
Revenue Commissioners (in conjunction with the Department
of Finance) issued Regulations S.I. No 292 of 2014 which were
effective from 1 July 2014. Supporting Guidance Notes (which
will be updated on an ad hoc basis) were first issued by the Irish
Revenue Commissioners on 1 October 2014 with the most recent
version being issued in May 2016. RIAIFs/QIAIFs established
in Ireland will have to carry out due diligence to identify US
investors and non-FATCA-compliant investors, and will then have
to report information about such investors to the Irish Revenue
Commissioners. Compliant RIAIFs/QIAIFs will not be subject to,
nor will they have to operate, FATCA withholding taxes.
Intergovernmental Agreements – Aside from the Irish IGA, Ireland
has not entered into any other IGAs.
Common Reporting Standards (“CRS”) – As Ireland was one
of the early adopter countries, the legislation to implement
the CRS in Ireland was introduced in the Finance Act 2014 by
inserting Section 891F of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997, and
Regulations (Statutory Instrument 583 of 2015) came into effect on
31 December 2015. The legislation to implement the Revised EU
Directive on Administrative Cooperation in the Field of Taxation

Are there any other material tax issues?

Management fees are generally subject to VAT at the current rate
of 23%. However, under the harmonised VAT legislation, an
exemption applies to the management of investment funds as defined
by the EU Member States which, in Ireland, includes all authorised
investment funds. Therefore the VAT exemptions are wide-ranging
with regard to the provision of services to funds (for example, fund
administration, transfer agency, investment management, etc.).
RIAIFs/QIAIFs must adhere to the relevant rules on due diligence
and information reporting under the CRS and FATCA, for instance.
Furthermore, RIAIFs/QIAIFs will also need to monitor the OECD
BEPS project and its possible effects on their investment structures
(see question 6.8 below).
6.8

6.6

Ireland

Dillon Eustace

What steps are being taken to implement the OECD’s
Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit-Shifting
(BEPS), in particular Actions 6 and 7, insofar as they
affect Alternative Investment Funds’ operations?

The Irish Government has been very active in the area of BEPS,
having launched a consultation in May 2014 and published a detailed
paper in 2014 (“OECD BASE EROSION AND PROFIT SHIFTING
PROJECT IN AN IRISH CONTEXT – Part of the Economic Impact
Assessment of Ireland’s Corporation Tax Policy”), where they
explored the potential impacts of this project that is currently being
undertaken by the OECD.
Following the publication of the OECD’s final BEPS reports on 5
October 2015, Ireland introduced Country-by-Country Reporting
legislation in the Finance Act 2015, followed by accompanying
regulations published on 23 December 2015. The legislation applies
for accounting periods commencing on or after 1 January 2016.
The Irish Government is in ongoing discussions with various
interested parties (including the Irish Funds Industry) in relation
to the various “Actions” provided for under BEPS (to include
Actions 6 and 7). Although it is unclear how Ireland will react to
BEPS, asset managers and RIAIFs/QIAIFs should bear in mind the
potential impact of these suggested Actions on their structures.

7 Reforms
7.1

What reforms (if any) are proposed?

With regard to the aforementioned ILP, the Irish funds industry is
examining the possible update/overhaul of the Investment Limited
Partnership Act 1994.
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